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Dear Sir/Madam, 
 

We are writing this letter to express our opinion about the Comenius project `Let’s First Understand 
Our National Heritage in order to Define and Build Our European Identity` , the project that 
means so much for us. 

 To begin with, we can say that this partnership started in 2013  and will end in 2015 and it is 
Comenius project where children and teachers work together and visit other countries and places 
which help them to raise their cultural awareness! 
 
This project gives us the opportunity to find  new friends in other countries ( Romania ,Turkey , 
Norway , Spain , Greece, Poland , Latvia , Estonia )! We get to know other countries’ traditions , 
culture and see other places in all world ! We really like this Comenius project , because we can 
learn English better  and also some other languages. We also find new people who tell us about 
their customs, habits and traditions.  
 
We can clearly state that the achievements of the project are : 
* Development of skills to plan time and work 
*Team work practice 
*Creative approach to homework 
*New local and international contacts  
*Use of foreign languages 
*Understanding of Europe unity and European citizenship 
*Geopolitical understanding of the project 
*Ability to work in multilingual and multicultural environment  
 
One thing that we don´t like about this project is that Estonia is the last country, which means that 
the project is about to end and as we got to know all the participants and we made so many friends , 
we will miss so much each other.  This year, this Comenius project finishes and we will really miss 
it , miss this unique feeling and we want something like this project. That’s why, we are eager to 



find out  that we will begin another one, soon. 
 
We are looking forward to hearing from you 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
Elina Zjulina ( Riga , Latvia) 
Cocos Adriana Elena (Moreni, Romania) 
Ilbey Utku Sacak ( Istanbul, Turkey ) 
Aleksei Kraft ( Lohusuu, Estonia ) 
Miguel Angel Gil Romero ( Tolox, Spain) 
Magdalena Wojcieszczak (Limanowa, Poland) 
             
          
 


